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“Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice”

Tony’s Update

“Not Just Golf”

Sport Relief
Sport Relief is a fund-raising event that takes place every two years and was developed by
Comic Relief. It aims to harness the power and passion of sport to change lives of others
and by distributing funds raised to many UK charities / foundations who operate in many of
the world's poorest countries, it has a big effect on the lives of others. In 2008 Sport Relief
is asking everyone to challenge themselves, family, friends and colleagues to do something
sport related and raise cash at the same time. Tony has made available four hours of his
time when golfers may take a lesson, make a donation of their choice with all proceeds
going to Sport Relief. Tony asks what are you going to do?
Scoring Zone Experiences
Most people in business are always looking for that added edge to set them apart from the competition. Golf with
Scoring Zone lets you treat your guests, users, employees, to an event which will ensure you develop on those
important relationships. The experiences on offer are both innovative and high class, and as we take out of the stress of
organising and running your event, you become free to spend uninterrupted and important time with your invitees. For
more information email scoringzone@gmail.com
Read and Learn
Many of our readers are aware that Tony writes for a number of publications around the world, which provides both
insight and help to golfers of all levels. Starting in February, a further selection of Tony's writings and articles will be
regularly updated on the Nevada Bobs Golf Portugal website www.nbgcard.com.pt and Portugal Golfe
www.portugalgolfe.com. For those visiting Portugal, remember to pick up an edition of the Lisbon & Algarve Resident,
which publish a new golf tip every two weeks.
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In January agreement was made with Tony Bennett and European Putting Greens, who are the provider of synthetic
putting surfaces in both the UK and Portugal. Additionally mobile telecommunications provider Optimus extended their
current agreement, which is now in its eighth year. Tony has expressed his gratitude to all of our Patrons, and looks
forward to continuing to build on our current agreements while welcoming further partners in the future.

“Sport Relief is an initiative of Comic Relief, registered with the
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Charity Commission, no. 326568”
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The Slump
According to the Australian Daily Telegraph, Cricket Captain Ricky Ponting is
facing a slump, the second dismissal by Indian bowler Ishant Sharma left,
“the Australian captain with only 128 runs an average of 21.33 in six innings
this series” which “is by far Ponting's worst campaign since he hit rock
bottom in India in 2001 when he managed just 17 runs an average of 3.4.
Downhill skiing champion Alberto Tomba after winning two gold medals at
the Olympic games in 1988 broke his collarbone in 1989 and then suffered
very weak seasons for the remainder 1989, 1990 and lost the World Cup in
1991 after being banned from the Super G. He recovered from his slump to
become the first to medal at three successive winter games and won over
fifty World Cup events.
Golfer Bernard Langer has suffered with more than one bout of the yips and
Tennis star Andre Agassi has had a career that has had many peaks and
valleys. So how is it that some athletes are capable of rebounding from a
slump while others get locked into a spiral of poor performance? It is my

Ricky Ponting

belief that first it is important to check some key points.
It is often the case that frustration or disappointment is present at the start of
most slumps. When victory is in reach something or someone intervenes to
deny the athlete the expected triumph. It could be injury in the case of
Tomba, technical breakdown in the case of Langer, injury, poor physical
preparation and lifestyle in the case of Agassi or the opponents performance
in the case of Ponting. It is without doubt mental toughness has a major part

Tonys Key Points
Is there a technical, physical,
tactical or emotional
reason for the poor
performance?

to play in the resurgence of each to reach the top of their sport once again.
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Has the athlete burned out or
I passionately believe that frustration appears immediately before a
breakthrough and disappointments gives us the feedback to develop tools

lost the enjoyment of training /
competition?

that lead us on to success. The journey is long, exciting and challenging for
those who wish to reach their goals but no one ever said it was easy. Of

Is pressure to perform being

course this topic cannot be fully covered in this article, but an excellent book

applied by, peers, family or self?

named “Sports Slump Busting” by Alan Goldberg is a useful resource.
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Power is described by Paul Chek as, “A term that is used to describe force with

Power in the

respect to time.” This is not strictly true but perhaps is a way in which the layman can

golf swing !

measured in either Watts or Horse Power. Chek also states, “To apply the principle of

understand the concept of power. It may be thought of as the rate of doing work that is
power to golf, consider how fast the club head is moving at impact, the faster that the
club head is moving, then the more powerful the golfer.1”
Power is not the same thing as Force, e.g. a powerful machine is not necessarily a
machine that can exert or apply a strong Force, it can however transfer a lot of Force
or Energy in a short space of time. We often hear sports commentators say sprinters
and gymnasts need “explosive power” but so do golfers. Imagine that we had identical
twins with identical swings, (not too likely but we are using our imagination aren’t we?)
Now assume that we stop them both at the top of the swing, they have exactly the
same distance to cover in order to strike the ball and they are swinging the same club

Student Notes

in terms of design, weight, length and flex, then the amount of work to be done is the
same. If one of the twins were to return the club to the ball earlier than the other then
there would be a difference in Power.
Centre of Gravity (C.O.G) can also be called Centre of Mass, “If a Force pushes from
behind a mass and is not directed exactly through the Centre of Mass, then the Mass
must rotate”2. It is therefore vital that the Mass is pulled as the laws of physics dictate
that when a “Mass is pulled it must align with and follow the force”, therefore a club is
more stable during the swing when it is being pulled. Dave Peltz states that “as the
golfer pulls the Mass down towards the ball, they create a stable swing. The heavy
club head follows the lightweight shaft in the direction of the golfer’s hands. If the

Formulae

golfer continues to Accelerate and consistently pulls the club head through impact, the
club will continue to travel on a stable path”.

Power =

Work done (joules)
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Time taken (seconds)

During a swing the ability to maintain the C.O.G line over the player’s base of support
is vital to the success a player will have in maintaining their optimal swing path and

In order to find the amount of “work

axis. The C.O.G is the point through which the whole weight of an object seems to act.

done”, we must use the following

It was very common to hear the old Professionals state that good players were less

formula:

than six feet tall, of course as the years have passed most players are now at least six
feet tall with some as much as six feet and six inches tall! With the extra height that

Power =

Work done (joules)

these players have, some huge advantages in terms of width of arc and angle of

Time taken (seconds)

attack are found, but unfortunately they also have to work hard to maintain their
balance due to their natural C.O.G being positioned higher from the ground.
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Are you looking for a break through?

NBG: Improve your putting with custom fitting

As we all know there are many factors which make the

In light of the benefits of custom fitting (especially in putting),

difference between winning and losing, but one thing is for

Nevada Bobs Portugal, have come to an agreement with Tony

sure the strength of mind plays a crucial role. Players who

to provide a series of unique sessions in their various stores

are mentally strong will always maximise their performance

across Portugal. The first phase will see two sessions taking

and play their best possible game.

place in Estoril and two more in the Lisbon store, dates below.

EFFEQT is The Mind Power Breakthrough Company that

With the aid of the Science and Motion Put Lab, NBG clients will

helps people maximise their performance in the areas of

be able to book an individual session with Tony and be provided

business, sport and personal life. Dr. George van Dam

with insight on how they can get instant improvement in their

(CEO of EFFEQT) has worked with many top companies

putting, along with information on how custom fitting will

and individuals from sport helping them achieve personal

maximise their putting performance, to book your session

growth.

contact the NBG team at contact@nbgcard.com.pt.

Their original concept is highly effective and has surprised

NBG Estoril

many of their users in a very positive way. Throughout the
sessions individuals learn how to handle their mental noise

- 23 . 02 . 08

and unleash their potential power.

- 31 . 05 . 08

For more information visit http://www.effeqt.com/ and read

NBG Lisboa

their short introduction to learning, see link below. If you are
still curious on what the EFFEQT approach could mean to

- 29 . 03 . 08

you, email

- 19 . 04 . 08

asking for a personal demonstration. With a

money-back-if-not-satisfied guarantee, what are you waiting
for?
Introduction to learning
Contacts and further information

www.effeqt.nl/documents/IBCT_Summer_2007.pdf

Tony Bennett Contacts

Our website www.tonybennettgolf.com provides regular updates,
instruction, plus archives of recent copies of Tony's Update, why not



+(351) 932524253 (Direct Line)



+(351) 937323997

Tony will be in Lisbon on Saturday the 23rd of February, for individual



scoringzone@gmail.com

and group sessions.

Skype:

scoringzone

take a look.

To find out more information about editorial or advertising in Tonys update email scoringzone@gmail.com

Sponsors and Patrons

www.footjoy.com

www.titleist.com

www.optimus.pt

www.glenmuir.com

www.pinggolf.com

www.zenoracle.co.uk

www.sunderlandgolf.com

www.asmsys.com

www.europeangolf.co.uk

